TRANSPORT AND FARES CONDITIONS' EXTRACT
(as from 15th April 2012)
EMBARKING BAGGAGE:
ALLOWED LUGGAGES
as hand luggage is considered any traveller's baggage under his own control and liability for its
embarking, transhipment, disembarking and supervision during the whole journey, releasing N. L.
G. from any responsibility. Every passenger can take with him only one luggage, provided that it
does not exceed the following measures: weight less than 20 kg, side shorter than 0,60m, volume
smaller than 40 dmc. On catamarans and hydrofoil boats, it is not allowed to embark any luggage
having its side longer than 60 cm, as well as any sort of goods. Each baggage exceeding the linear
size and each further luggage, independently of the dimension, is submitted to the payment of the
effective rates.
Fares as from 15th April 2012

One-way

Return ticket

Hand luggage with side longer than 0,60 m up to 0,80
m

€ 4,20

€ 8,40

Bikes used without engine

€ 4,20

€ 8,40

Collapsible pushchairs (folded, not opened moving on
themselves), prams and tricycles (also with engine) for
disabled persons

free

free

Prams, transport tricycles without engine, bikes with a
small tow, mopeds in use up to 49 cubic centimetres of
performance and two-wheels vehicles with back-up
engine

€ 5,50

€ 11,00

Special luggage (surf, boards or single sail, a.s.o.)

€ 8,40

€ 16,80

NO DANGEROUS MATERIALS' TRANSPORT: it is strictly forbidden to transport and to get
embarked on ships any flammable material or object, or explosive, noxious ones, or with any risk
properties, that can hurt or cause trouble or restrictions to travellers, or interfere with on-board
manoeuvres.
BOARDING BICYCLES: Bicycles are not allowed on hydrofoil and catamaran runs (Sr and Cat).
On boat runs (Batt), boarding bicycles is allowed according to the type of motorship in service and
to incoming traffic. Passengers are therefore kindly invited to ask in advance at on-shore ticket
offices or phoning the free customer service number 800-551801 (within Italy boundaries only).
EMBARKING BICYCLES, MOPEDS (and the like) ON FERRYBOATS: on ferryboats
executing the vehicle transport service joining the ferry docks of two ports, the following categories
are not considered as luggage: two-wheel vehicles, carriages and transport tricycles without engine,
mopeds up to 49 cubic centimetres and two-wheels vehicles with back-up engine, which are
considered to all intents and purposes as vehicles, and consequently taxed.

